BRAND GUIDE

ethereal:

Extremely delicate; seemingly too perfect for this world

WHO WE ARE

TARGET AUDIENCE

A company that focuses on contemporary dance

Dancers between the ages 18-30

WHAT WE OFFER

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

Collaborative experience between dancers and choreographers
Performances in contemporary with apperances in other styles
Hosts master classes/make appearances at convenstions

Choreographers and Directors with a bachelor’s in dance
Background focus in technique and somatics
Use of dance as therapeutic meditation

LOGO

COLOR PALATE
The colors included are somewhat neutral.
I’ve added in muted colors here and there but
overall kept it airy with some dark elements. The
colors are meant to be calming yet eye catching.

#cdc1c0

#9e6429

#706c69

#694018

Avenir Light

#2c293a

AVENIR BLACK CAPS

#c58283

Romantic Couple Regular

#006666

Avenir is a classic sans serif typeface. It’s simplicity and
consistent line weight pairs well with Romantic Couple.
I chose a scripty handwritten typeface to embody the
meaning of the word ethereal. Avenir Black Caps is used
as a heading with Avenir Light is used for body text.

#f3c391

TYPOGRAPHY

BRAND GUIDE
LOGO RULES
250 + pixels, filled version
Logo must not overlap with other graphics
Must be one swashlength of spacing on all sides

<250 pixels, outlined version

TYPOGRAPHIC GRID
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ABOUT US

Ethereal Dance Company
offers a collaborative experience between
each of our dancers. Performances will be
mainly focused on contemporary dance
with appearances in other styles. We host
master classes and make appearances at
local conventions. Behind the scenes, we
focus on somatics and technique as well as
dance used as a form of therapeutic
meditation. Our directors have training
centered in contemporary movement style.

BRAND WORDS

Collaborate with us. Meditate with us.
Perform with us.

Move with us.

